
Memorandum of Understanding 
Between 

US Army Corps of Engineers, Wallisville Lake Project 
And 

Upper Texas Coast Water-Borne Education Center, Inc. 
 
I. Purpose: This Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) establishes a framework by which the 
US Army Corps of Engineers, Wallisville Lake Project (Corps) and the Upper Texas Coast 
Water-Borne Education Center, Inc. (UTCWBEC) agree to seek opportunities to cooperate in 
activities to advance environmental and cultural education and training. 
 
II. Responsibilities:  
 

A. The Corps and UTCWBEC will regularly provide each other updates through written 
correspondence, coordination meetings, and other mechanisms, on program activities, 
technology application, development and related work pertaining to cooperative activities 
pursued under this MOU. 
 
B. Both parties will provide leadership and program oversight of the cooperative activities 
conducted under this MOU.  Both parties will review overall program requirements and 
cooperative arrangements under this MOU at least annually. 
 
C. Both parties may collaborate in the conduct of a broad range of research and applications 
projects that support environmental education within the state of Texas. 
 
D. Both parties will work cooperatively in the exchange of scientific data, information, and 
products. 
 
E. Both parties will cooperate on joint outreach and educational activities that may involve 
other partners of either organization. 
 
F. The Corps of Engineers subject to the availability of resources, shall provide access to 
project lands and waters, as appropriate, to further the purpose of this MOU.  The Corps’ 
Park Manager may approve access for UTCWBEC to project lands and waters subject to the 
master plan and any subsequent supporting documents, safety and security considerations, 
and compatibility with Corps operations.  If UTCWBEC requests use of Corps project lands 
and waters, a real estate instrument may be granted after the Corps makes a determination 
that such lands and waters are available for the requested use. 
 
G. The Upper Texas Coast Water-Borne Education Center, Inc. subject to the availability of 
resources shall coordinate and conduct educational activities upon project lands and waters 
that will promote the wise stewardship of the earth and its resources within the context of the 
rich history of the area. 

 
III. Mutual Understandings: It is mutually agreed and understood by the parties that: 
 



A. Specific activities to be conducted under this MOU and the method of their 
implementation will be defined on a case-by-case basis by the Corps and UTCWBEC, 
considering the merit of the proposed activity, existing commitments, projected schedules, 
available funding and personnel resources, and other relevant factors.  As appropriate, 
implementation of specific activities under this MOU will be outlined in separate 
agreements, such as work plans or statements of work, which will be coordinated through 
mutual agreement between the President of the Board of Upper Texas Coast Water-Borne 
Education Center, Inc., the Park Manager, US Army Corps of Engineers, Wallisville Lake 
Project, or their designated representatives, and independently authorized by appropriate 
statutory or other authority.   
 
B. This MOU defines the general terms upon which the Corps and UTCWBEC will 
cooperate.  Performance by either party under the terms of this MOU is subject to the 
availability of appropriated funds and personnel resources through their respective funding 
procedures.  This MOU is neither a fiscal nor a funds obligation document.  Any endeavor 
involving reimbursement or contribution of funds, or transfer of anything of value, between 
parties to this MOU will be handled in accordance with applicable laws, regulations, and 
procedures, including those for Government procurement and printing.  Such endeavors will 
be outlined in separate agreements, such as work plans or statements of work, which shall be 
made in writing by representatives of the parties and shall be independently authorized by 
appropriate statutory authority.  This MOU does not provide such authority.  Specifically, 
this MOU does not establish authority for noncompetitive award to UTCWBEC or any 
contract or other agreement.  Any contract or agreement for training or other services must 
fully comply with all applicable requirements for competition. 
 
C. This MOU in no way restricts the parties from participating with other Federal, State, 
and/or private interests.  The efforts required to improve and enhance the environmental 
education and awareness of the citizens of the state of Texas are beyond the capability of 
public natural resource agencies alone and require the coordinated action between 
governments, landowners, citizens, private organizations, and corporate entities. 
 
D. This MOU may be modified or amended as necessary, by mutual agreement of both 
parties in writing. 
 
Either party may terminate this MOU by providing 30 days written notice to the other party.  
Otherwise, this MOU will remain in force indefinitely. 

 
 
 
 
 
IV. Effective Date.  The parties have executed this MOU as of the last date indicated below. 
 
 
 
 



US Army Corps of Engineers    Upper Texas Coast Water-Borne 
Education Center, Inc. 

 
 
 
_____________________________   _______________________________ 
Richard K. Long     Guy Robert Jackson 
Park Manager      President of the Board 
Houston Project Office    Upper Texas Coast Water-Borne 

Education Center, Inc. 
 
Date: ________________________   Date: __________________________ 


